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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
i, j, k, m, n nonnegative integers 
A = {a, b, c, • .. } a finite alphabet 
Z set of all finite sequences formed from A 
w, x, y, z elements of Z 
l(x) length of x 
A sequence of length zero 
¢ the empty set 
U, V, W arbitrary subsets of Z 
P, Q, R regular subsets of Z 
M sequential machine 
MR sequential machine which recognizes the set 
of sequences R 
8 or SR the set of states of MR 
S, T, S R or T R subsets of $ 
R s~t or sA starting state of MR 
(s)a the state of MR reached from state s by 
applying input a 
Sl or 81 ~ the states of MR having output of one 
DwR "derivative" of R with respect to W, see 
Definition 1 
F(S, a), 5=(S, W) see Definition 2 
~(S,  W) see Definition 3 
FA (S) see Definition 4 
F,(S, a) see Definition 5 
C.F.L. context free language 
This paper is concerned with the problem of determining whether a
set of sequences R', obtained by some given rule from a regular set of 
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sequences R, is again a regular set. A number of such problems are 
solved in this paper and a basic technique is used which is easy to 
apply to problems of this type. This technique yields an explicit 
construction of the sequential machine which recognizes the se- 
quences in R', if R' is a regular set. 
Among other things it is shown that : (i) the derivative of a regular 
set R with respect to any set of sequences W is a regular set, although 
a regular expression designating this set cannot in general be com- 
puted; (ii) the set of sequences obtained from a regular set R by re- 
moving "arbitrary halves" of the sequences in R and the set of these 
removed "halves" are both regular sets; (iii) the set of sequences, 
obtained from a regular set R by making no more than k changes in 
any m consecutive digits in sequences from R, is regular; (iv) the 
set of sequences which can be concatenated in one and only one way 
from sequences in R is regular. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the problem of determining whether a 
set of sequences R t obtained by some given rule from a regular set of 
sequences R, is again a regular set. A number of problems of this type 
are studied in this paper which add to the understanding of finite state 
machines. Although the problems which we study show a considerable 
variety, they admit of solution by a common method. The method is 
elementary and versatile. Moreover, it explicitly reveals the relation 
between the finite state machine MR accepting the original regular set 
R and the machine M accepting the modified set of sequences. This is 
achieved by letting the states of M be n-tuples of subsets of states of 
MR and defining the transitions between these n-tuples in terms of the 
state transitions of MR. These subsets of states generally have some 
simple intuitive interpretation and absorb the redundancy in a problem 
that one might otherwise overlook. Finally, the information in the 
various subsets is pieced together to determine the proper output. 
Similar techniques have been used by Rabin and Scott (1959), in their 
investigation of automata, and Ott and Feinstein (1961) to design a 
finite state machine which accepts a given regular expression. 
A typical problem of the previously described type is the problem of 
finding "derivatives" of regular expressions. The derivative of a regular 
expression with respect to a finite sequence has been studied by 
Brzozowski (1962). We generalize the notion of derivative by taking 
derivatives with respect o arbitrary sets of sequences and then prove 
the generalization of Brzozowski's theorem to the effect that derivatives 
of regular expressions are regular. Furthermore, for any given regular 
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expression, we specify the flow table for a finite state machine that can 
be used to recognize an arbitrary derivative of this expression, provided 
the starting state (which depends on the derivative) is properly selected. 
For derivatives with respect to regular expressions (or context-free 
languages) we show how to select the starting state. We furthermore 
show that for derivatives with respect to arbitrary sets there is no general 
method for selecting the starting state. In particular we show that if 
for a given set of sequences W we can compute the starting state of M 
for all R, then the characteristic function of W is a computable function. 
In Section I I I  we give a method for constructing a machine which will 
recognize a set of sequences obtained from a regular set by deleting cer- 
tain parts of these sequences proportional to their length. This method 
provides us with immediate proof of a number of results, one of which is 
that of Yamada (1962) to the effect hat the "front (or tail) halves" of a 
regular set is regular. A related result shows that the deleting of arbi- 
trary "consecutive halves" from sequences in R is regular and that the 
set of these arbitrary "consecutive halves" is also regular. In addition to 
the above-mentioned and other "positive" results, we are able to get 
"negative" results; for example, the deleting of "middle thirds" from a 
regular set in general does not lead to a regular set, but that the "middle 
thirds" do form a regular set. 
Section IV deals with "noiselike" changes in regular expressions and a 
decoding result. We show that changing sequences of R in k or fewer 
places results in a regular set. Similarly, the set of sequences Q in which 
each sequence is obtained from a sequence in R by changing no more 
than k digits in any m consecutive digits, k _-< m, is a regular set. Finally, 
the same methods yield an explicit construction ofa finite state machine 
which, for a given regular expression R, determines whether any input 
sequence can be written in one and only one way by the concatenation 
of sequences in R. If R is a finite set of sequences or "words," then this 
machine will accept only those sequences (sentences) which are unam- 
biguously decodable. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the definitions of regular 
expressions and finite state machines and with the basic result hat regu- 
lar expressions describe xactly those sets of sequences which can be 
recognized by finite state machines (Ott and Feinstein, 1961; Kleene, 
1956; McNaughton and Yamada, 1960). 
Throughout this report we employ the following notations and conven- 
tions. A = la, b, c, ..- } is a finite alphabet to be thought of as inputs 
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to a finite automata. Z denotes the set of all finite sequences formed 
from A. Elements of Z are denoted by w, x, y, z. The length of a member 
of Z, say x, is given by l(x). A is the sequence of length zero. Arbitrary 
sets of finite sequences are denoted by U, V, and W and we use P, Q, and 
R to denote regular sets on A (i.e., regular subsets of Z). 
MR is a machine which recognizes R. The finite set of states of Ms is 
or sometimes SR; S, T, S R, or T R are subsets of S. The starting state of 
Ms is sA or sA R and (s)a is the state of Ms reached from s by applying 
input a. The machines in question are of the !V[oore type. $1R or 31 is the 
set of states of MR having output of one. 
II. DERIVATIVES OF REGULAR EXPRESSIONS 
We begin by applying our method to derivatives of regular expressions. 
The important features of the method are clearly demonstrable here and 
some new results are obtained. 
DEFINITION 1. Let R be a regular set and W any set of sequences, 
R and W c Z, then the derivative of R with respect o W is the set of 
sequences 
DwR -~ {y l x .y C R for some xE  W}. 
Thus the derivative D wR contains a sequence y if and only if there 
exists a sequence x in W whose concatenation, x.y, with y is in R. In 
order to prove that the derivative of R with respect o W is a regular set, 
we have to show that there exists a finite state machine M which, after 
receiving any sequence y, will determine whether there exists a sequence 
x in W so that x followed by y is in R. To do this we introduce two func- 
tions which will be used throughout this paper. 
DEFINITION 2. If MR is a sequential machine with the set of states 
S, then for S c $ and a ~ A, we define 
F(~, a) = {(s )ats  C ~}, 
and for W c Z, we define 
~(S,W)  = {(s )x ]s  E S and x E W}. 
The function F(S,  a) or FR(S, a), (which might be read "forward 
from S by a") gives the subset of states of MR which can be reached 
from states in the subset S by the input a. Clearly, F({s}, a) = (s)a. 
The function 5:(S, W) or 5:R(S, W) gives the subset of states which 
can be re~ehed from states in S by sequences of inputs contained in W. 
The script letter is used to indicate that this function, though well 
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defined, is not necessarily a computable function. There is, however, an 
important case when 5: is computable. 
LEMMA 1. I f  R and Q are regular expressions, then ~R( S, Q) is com- 
putable for any S c 8 R. 
PROOF: Construct a flow graph G whose states are ordered pairs 
(s R, s ~) and whose transitions are defined component-wise by the transi- 
tions of MR and Me : 
(s R, sQ)a = [(s~)a, (sQ)a]. 
In this flow graph we can compute the set of states S which can be 
reached from the states (s ~, sA Q) for s R C S, i.e., 
S={(SR,  S~)I(SR, SQ) = (Si~,SAO) X forsome s~R~ ~ and x~ Z}. 
But clearly 
~=R(S, Q) = {s R](s ~, s ~) C S forsomes  QC~I Q} and this set can be 
computed because S is finite. 
In the Appendix we show that this result can be sharpened and still 
holds if we replace Q in Lemma 1 by a context-free language (Chomsky, 
1959). 
Lemma 1 leads us to our next result. This theorem has been previously 
stated by Elgot and Rutledge (1961). 
THEOREM 1. If R and Q are regular sets, then the derivative DQR is 
regular and the machine M which recognizes DQR can be given explicitly. 
PROOF: Let the states of M be subsets of M~, let the transitions of 
M be defined as (S)a = F(S, a) for S c 8 R and a C A, let S have 
output one if and only if S ~ S~ R ~ ¢, and let the starting state of M 
be SA = ~:({SAR}, Q). This is a constructive definition because of Lemma 
1 and all that remains is to show that M recognizes D~R. To see this, 
note that if the output of M is one after ~n input sequence y, then this 
implies that there is ~ state s R in SA such that (s R) y is in S R and there 
is a sequence x in Q such that (SAR)X = S ~. But this means (SAR)x'y in 
S R or x.y in R, hence y in DQR. Conversely, if x-y in R and x in Q, then 
(sff)x in SA and (s f f )x .y  in (sA)y~ S~ , hence M has output one. 
We shall now show that the previous construction can be carried out 
for an arbitrary set of sequences W and thus show the result that the 
derivative DwR is always a regular expression. (After the completion 
of this paper we found out that this result has been obtained some 
months earlier by Ginsburg and Spanier (1962)). 
THEORE.~I 2. Suppose that R c Z can be recognized by a machine MR. 
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Then a machine M can be constructed such that for any W c Z, there is 
some state s w of M so that M will recognize D wR when started in s •. 
PROOF: The machine M is constructed as in the proof of Theorem 1 
and the proof proceeds as before; except that the starting state s w = 
5=({sA~}, W) is not necessarily computable. 
This last result may at first seem a bit strange. I t  shows that the de- 
rivative of a regular set, R, with respect o any set of sequences i  regular 
and furthermore that there is only a finite number of different deriva- 
tives of R. We can explicitly write out all the regular expressions which 
give the derivatives of R or construct he finite state machine which 
(started in the proper state) recognizes any derivative of R. At the 
same time (as we shall prove) we cannot always determine which is 
the starting state of the machine or which of the finite number of regular 
expressions describes D wR. 
LEMMA 2. Let A = {0, 1}, let a(n) be the binary representation of n, 
and let f be the characteristic function of a set of sequences W, 
W = {a(n)lf(n) = 1}. 
I f  5=({sff}, W) is computable for all R, then f is a computable function. 
PROOF: If ~: iS computable, then by Theorem 2 we could for each n 
construct a machine M~ to recognize D~Rn, where R~ = {a(n)}. But 
this means we can determine if h ~ DwRn and hence determine if
A.a(n) = a(n) 
is in W. But this means that we can compute f (n) .  
An interesting open question arises here. For what sets W is ~(S ~, W) 
computable for all MR? We can show that 5: is computable for C.F. 
languages and that it is not computable for Type I languages (see 
Appendix). 
There are other modifications of regular sets that are in the same 
spirit as derivatives. To study these, we need the function (~ which 
maps a given subset S of states of MR on to that set of states from 
which S can be reached by sequences in W. 
DEFINITION 3. If MR is a sequential machine with the set of states 6, 
then for S c $ and W c Z we define 
~(S ,W)  = {s~] (s )x  E S for some x C W}. 
This function is sort of an inverse of the "forward" function, 5=, and 
might be read "backwards from S by W." It is seen to satisfy the next 
lemma. 
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LEMMA 3. (J~(S, W) = {8 ~ 81~({8}, W) ['1 S ~ ¢} and ~ can be 
computed for all S, S c 8, whenever ~ can. 
T~EOREM 3. Suppose R is recognized by MR and V and W are arbitrary 
sets of sequences, V, W c Z. Then there is a machine M which recognizes 
Ix C Z [ v .x.w C R for some v ~ V and w C W}. I f  machines Mr and 
Mw are given which recognize V and W, then M is computable. 
PnOOF: The states of M are subsets of SR, the transitions are defined 
by (S)a = F(S,  a), the output is one if and only if SN (B(S1 R, W) ~ ¢, 
and the starting state is 5=({SAR}, V). A routine check shows that this 
does what we claim and M can be constructed from M~, Mr ,  and M w 
by Lemmas 1 and 3. 
Theorem 3 has an interesting eneralization which uses the finiteness 
of MR in a new way. 
TgEOREM 4. Suppose R c Z is recognized by MR and V~ and W~ are 
arbitrary subsets of Z for i in some (possibly infinite) index set J. Then 
there exists a machine M that recognizes {x C Z Iv 'x 'w C R for some 
v ~ V , ,w  ~ W~,and iC  J}. 
PnooF: For each i C J, there is by Theorem 3 a machine M~ which 
recognizes {x C Z]v .x .w C R for some v ~ Vi and w ~ W~}. But these 
machines M~ all have the same states and transitions and differ only in 
starting state and output function. Therefore {M~ I i C J} must be a 
finite set even if J is infinite. M is just the machine obtained from this 
finite set by feeding the input into each machine and giving a one 
output whenever one or more of the M~ has a one output. 
Note that we can effectively construct he machine M of Theorem 4 
if we have machines Mr¢ and M~, for i in some finite set J .  For an 
arbitrary set of such machines we know that M exists and furthermore 
that it is one of a finite number of machines (which we can explicitly 
construct), but we cannot necessarily decide which of these machines 
is M. 
So far we have shown that when we remove sequences in W from the 
front of the sequences in R (Theorem 2) or from the tails of sequences 
in R (Theorem 3, V = {h}) we obtain regular sets. To close this section, 
we shall show that the set obtained from a regular set, R, by removing 
a sequence in W from an arbitrary location in any sequence from R, is 
again regular. 
T~EOREM 5. Let R be a regular set and W an arbitrary subset of Z. 
Then the set Q = {x Ix = y.z and y .w.z  in R, for some w C W} is 
regular. 
PROOF: The states of Me are pairs (s, S) where s C $8 and S c 8 R, 
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the transitions are defined by (s, S)a = [(s)a, ~=({ s)a}, W) U F(S,  a)], 
the output is one if and only if S n $1R ~ ¢, and the starting state is 
(sA R, ~=({SAR}, W)). The state s represents the result of a sequence 
without deletion and the set S represents the result of sequence after 
possible deletions and the reader may verify that MQ works. This 
theorem is constructive if W is a regular set (or a C. F. language). 
I I I .  PROPORTIONAL REMOVALS 
Next we shall investigate the results of removing certain fractions 
from the sequences of a regular set R. When these new sets are regular, 
the machine will be exhibited and it will usually be left to the reader 
to verify that the machine recognizes the set. All machines in this section 
will be described constructively. The first three theorems were first 
proved by Yamada (1962) by different methods and it was that paper 
that started our investigation i this area. 
D~FINITION 4. If MR is a machine which recognizes R, let 
F~(S) = ~(S,A) and BA(S) = ~(S, A) for Sc$~.  
If one looks at the state graph of MR, F~ (S) is the set of states at 
the other end of arrows leaving states in S, and B~ (S) is the set at the 
other end of arrows entering S. Thus these functions are computable. 
We shall use the functions FA(S) and B~(S) to show that the "front 
halves" and the "tail halves" of R form a regular set. 
THEOREM 6. I f  R is a set recognized by MR, then a machine M can be 
found which recognizes 
{x C Z]x .yC  R for some yEZ such that l(x) = l(y)}. 
PROOF: Let the states of M be pairs (s, S) where s E S R and S c S ~, 
let (s, S)a = [(s)a, B~(S)], let the output be one if and only if s C S, 
and let the starting state of M be (sA R, S R). To see that M accepts the 
correct sequences, note that after an m symbol ong input sequence x, 
the first component of the state (s, S) of M indicates the state MR 
would be in after receiving x. The second component, S, is the set of 
states of MR from which one can reach in m steps a state with output 
one in MR. Thus x is a front half of a sequence in R if and only if s E S. 
The following result shows that the "tail halves" of R form a regular 
set. 
THEOREM 7. I f  t~ C Z is a set recognized by n state machine MR,  then 
a machine M can be found which recognizes 
{y C Z ] x .y  C R for some x C Z such that l(x) = /(y)}. 
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PROOF: Let the state of M be an (n 9- 1)-tuple (sil, s~,  • •. , s~,  S) 
where s~ E $ and S c S; let 
(sil, si2, "'" s~,  S)a = [(s~l)a , (s~:)a, . . .  , (s~)a, Fa(S)] ;  
let the starting state be @1, s~, .- .  , s~, {sA R}) ; and let the output be 
one if and only if sij C $1 and sj E S for some s~. in $'. Thus after an 
input sequence x, l(x) = k, is received, M is in state 
[(sl)x, (s~)x, . . . ,  (s~)x, F~(s2)] 
and (s~)x is in gl and s~ is in F~(sA R) for some i if and only if the starting 
state sA R of M~ can somehow reach the state s, in k steps and s~ is trans- 
ferred to a state in Sl by x (length k). Thus M accepts the sequence x if 
and only if it is the tail half of a sequence in R. 
The next result shows that the "middle thirds" of R from a regular 
set. 
T~EOREM 8. I f  R is recognized by n-state machine Me,  then a machine 
M can be found to recognize 
{y E Z Ix 'y ' z  C R for some x.y  C Z such that l(x) = l(y) = l(z)}. 
PROOF: The states of M are (n + 2) -tuples (s~l, s~, • • •, s~,  S~, S~) ; 
(s~ , s~2 , . . .  , s~ , S~ , S~)a  = ( ( s~)a ,  . . . ,  (s~)a, Fx(  S~) ,  B~(  S~) ), 
the output of M is one if and only if s~. C Sr  and %. C SB for some 
sj C S R. The starting state of M is @1, s~, .- .  , s . ,  {sA'}, $~'). 
Although the "middle thirds" of a regular set form a regular set, it is 
not the case that we always obtain a regular set if  we delete the "middle 
thirds" of R. 
Counter Example. Let R consist of all finite binary sequences which 
do not contain two consecutive ones, that is R = (1 9- A) • (0.0". 1)*. 0". 
Then the set W = {x.z I x 'y ' z  C R for some y C Z such that l(x) = 
l(y) = l(z)} is not regular. To verify this, we note that W contains 
all sequences of the form 0~110 ~, but does not contain the sequences 
0~110 j for i ~ j. Clearly there does not exist a finite state machine which 
can perform this distinction and thus W is not regular. 
The following result is a positive result which states that if we delete 
arbitrary "halves" (or arbitrary "thirds") from sequences in R then we 
obtain ~ regular set. 
THEOREM 9. I f  R is a regular set recognized by n-state machine MR,  
then a machine M can be found to recognize {x.z E Z t x .y .z  E R for 
some y C Z such that l(y) = l(x.z)}. 
PROOF: Let the states of M be an (n 2 9- n 9- 1)-tuple 
(s, $1, S~, .-- , S,~, S~, S~, - . .  , S,~) 
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where s ~ $~, S~ c SR for each state s~, and Sjk C S R for all ordered 
pairs of states (s~., sk). When input a is received, change s to (s)a, S~ to 
FA(S~), S3k to F(S~k, a) if sj ~ (s)a, and Sj~ to F(S jk ,  a) U {sk} if 
sj = (s)a. Let the output be one if and only if for some i and k, sk C S~ 
and S,k A $1R ~ ¢. The starting state is given by s = sA R, S~ = {s~}, 
S:k = ~ if s] ~ sA R, and S~k = {s~} if sj = sA R. In the tuple, the s indi- 
cates the effect on MR after a possible x has been received; the Si records 
the results of all possible sequences y of length equal to the input se- 
quence and beginning in state s~ ; S~k records the result of possible z, 
the j indicating that it is associated with an x that gives state s j ,  and 
the k indicates that the continuation is from state sk. If an acceptable 
x.z is received because of y, then clearly sk ~ S; and S~k f'l S R D {sj} 
where (SAR)X = S~, (s,)y = Sk, and (sk)z = si ; and output one is 
given. The reader may verify that a one output for M implies the 
existence of an x, y, and z. 
In the last result, it is essential that the arbitrary halves be consecutive. 
I t  can easily be verified that if we arbitrarily delete half of the digits 
from sequences of R = [100.0"]*, we obtain a set of sequences which 
is not regular. 
The final result of this section states that arbitrary "halves" of a 
regular set form a regular set. 
THEOREM 10. I f  R is a regular set recognized by n-state machine MR,  
then a machine M can be found to recognize {y C z [ x .y .z  E R for 
some x and z such that l(x.z) = l(y)}. 
PnOOF: Let the states of M be (n 2 -}- n -}- 1)-tuples 
(S, si~, s,~, . . -  , S;~, S~1, - . .  , S~k, . . .  , S~) 
where S c 8", s~3- C $R, and Sjk c ~" for each ordered pair of states 
(s~-, sk). When input a is received, change S to F~(S),  change s~.~ to 
(si~)a, change S~k to F.t(Sj~) if sj ~ FA(S), and change Sjk to Fx(S)  U 
{sk} if s~ ~ FA(S) . Let the output be one if and only if for some j and k, 
s~ = s~ and Sj~ f'l 8~" # ¢. Finally, let the starting state be given by 
S = {s~}, s~; = s~, S~ = ¢ if sj ~ s~ ~, and S~.~ = {s~} if s~. = s~'. 
The results in this section, which say that words can be recognized 
after the removal of first half, last half, end thirds, or arbitrary half 
length sections, can easily be generalized to other fractions. This can 
be done by introducing intermediate states along the arrows of the state 
diagram for MR. Similar generalizations are made by Yamada (1962). 
We omit further details. 
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IV. NOISELIKE CHANGES AND DECODING 
In this section, we include results which suggest applications to the 
decoding of messages. Since we will be concerned (in part) with errors, 
we make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 5. If MR is a machine which recognizes a regular set R, 
then for each S c SR and a ~ A, let F~(S, a) = Ub~ F(S,b). Thus 
Fe moves the states in S forward along the arrows marked with inputs 
other than the one received. This may be read "forward with errors 
from S by a." 
We are now set to discuss regular sets with errors. 
TI~EOI~EM 11. Suppose that I~ is a regular set recognized by M~ . Then 
.for each integer k, a machine M can be found to recognize Ix C Z I there is a 
y C R for which l(x) = l(y) and x differs from y in at most k placesl. 
PROOF: Let the states of M be the (k + 1)-tuple (So, . . . ,  S~) 
where S~ ~ S R. If input a is received, change S0 to F(So, a) and S~ to 
F(S , ,  a) U F~(S~_~, a) for 1 ___< i £ It. Let the output be one if and 
only if S~ fl S~ R ~ ¢ for some i. The starting state is So = lsff}, S~ = ¢ 
for i => 1. To see that M does what it is supposed to, one need only 
realize that S~ represents the possible states of MR which are obtained 
by making exactly i changes in the input sequence. 
Nex~ we attack the problem of recognizing a sequence from a set R 
when at most k errors are made in any m consecutive inputs. 
THEOaEM 12. I f  R is a regular set recognized by MR, then for any in- 
tegers k and m (It < m) a machine M can be found to recognize {x C Z t there 
is a y C R such that l(x) = l(y) and for any consecutive m or less symbols 
in y, the corresponding symbols in x di~er in at most k places}. 
PROOF: We let J = 11, "'" , m} and [ T I = the number of elements 
in T for T C J.  The states of M are tuples of the form 
( i, S¢, . . . ,  S~, . . .  ) 
where i ~ J and there is an S~ ~ S R for each T c J such that I T ! =< k. 
When input a is received, change i to (i + 1) rood m, change Sr to 
[~e( ST , a) [J F,( Sr_tl } , a) whenever i C T, change Sr to F( Sr , a) [J 
F(SroI, I , a) whenever i ~ T and I T I < k, and change Sr  to F(Sr ,  a) 
whenever i ~ T and [ T I = k. Let the output be one if and only if 
Sr  gl S~" ~ ¢ for some T. The starting state is given by i = 1, S, = 
{sA'}, and Sr  = ¢ for T # ¢. The number i gives the number (mod m) 
of the input to be received next and S~ represents the states of MR 
reached by sequences differing from the received sequence at times 
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i E T over the past m inputs and with other errors in the more distant 
past constrained by no more than k per m consecutive inputs. 
There are several other noiselike changes of regular expression which 
yield again regular expressions. We shall mention two types of such 
changes. 
First, we consider the set of sequences, R', obtained from sequences 
in R by replacing arbitrary number of symbols by "dashes" ( - - )  ; thus 
t 
R' = {x' l there exists x in R for which l(x) = l(x') and x~ = xi or 
xi = - -  . These changes can be thought of as erasures, where we 
know how many erasures have occurred and where in the sequence 
they occurred. It  is easily shown that these new sequences form a regular 
set and that the machine which recognizes them can be explicitly de- 
rived from MR. 
The second type of noiselike changes in sequences of R is obtained 
by replacing blocks of consecutive digits by "tildas" (N) ,  without any 
restrictions on the length or number of these blocks. Thus the tildas 
show the places in a sequence of R where blocks of digits have been 
erased without indicating how many digits are missing in each place. 
Again the set of sequences obtained in this manner from any R forms 
a regular set and the recognizer for this set can be explicitly derived 
from MR. 
The next result has an interesting interpretation. If R describes a set 
of code words, we can determine if the input is a unique concatenation 
of these words. 
TaEOREM 13. I f  R is a regular set recognized by MR, then a machine 
M can be found that recognizes the set of sequences x that have a unique 
representation of the form x = rl'r2 . . . . .  rk where rl C R. 
PROOF: Let F'(S, a) for S c S R and a C A be the set F(S,  a) if 
F(S,  a) fq $1 ~ = 4~ and F(S,  a) U {sA R} if F(S,  a) fq S~ R # 4~. Let 
G(S, a) = {s C ~R I for some two distinct states s~ and s2 in S, 
s C F'({sl}, a) U F'({s2}, a)}. 
The states of M will be pairs (S~, $2) for S~ c $ and $2 c 8; transitions 
will be defined by ($1, S2)a = (F'(S~, a), F'(S2, a) U G(S~, a)) ;  
the output will be one if and only if S1 fq S n is a one element set and 
$2 fl 8~  = ~b; and the starting state is ({sA~}, ¢) if sA ~ ~ $~n and 
({sA~}, {SAR}) if SA ~ C 8~ - 
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This machine is easy to check out once one realizes that s~ ~ E $1, 
whenever the input is R*, and S~ records those states of MR that are 
reached by two different concatenations. 
V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we studied the problem of designing sequential machines 
which recognize sets of sequences obtained from a regular set R by some 
rule of modification. We solved a number of such problems, which may 
originate in different areas of research, to show the versatility of the 
basic techniques of construction. We feel that the techniques used in 
this paper have a wide range of applications in the study finite state 
machines and their computational capabilities. 
APPENDIX  
The purpose of this Appendix is to show that if we have a context- 
free grammar G which generates a language L and a machine MR which 
recognizes a regular set R, then fiR(S, L) is computable for all S c SR. 
In particular, we shall show that given two states ~ and s3 of MR, one 
can decide if there is an x ~ L such that (s~)x = s3. This Appendix 
is not intended as an introduction to languages, and the unfamiliar 
reader should refer to Cholnsky (1959). We give basic definitions only 
to indicate notation. 
DEFINITIONS. A context-free grammar is a triple (V~,  Vr ,  IRi}) 
where V~ and Vr are finite alphabets uch that V~ n Vr = ¢ and 
IR~:B --~ x} is a finite set of rules where B is in V~ and x is a sequence 
from V~ U Vr .  A C. F. language L generated by a C. F. grammar G is 
the set of all sequences on Vr derived from some starting symbol A E VN 
by substituting various x for instances of B where "B ~ x" is ~ rule of 
the grammar. 
Our proof will be in two parts. We shall show that it is possible to 
determine if a language is empty and then show that one can find a 
C. F. grammar describing the x C L such that (s~)x = sj .  For related 
results see Bar-Hillel, Pertis, and Shamir (1961). 
LEMMA. Given a C. F. grammar G, the following is a test to decide if  the 
language L generated by G is empty: 
Step 1. Construct a directed graph with a node corresponding to each 
subset of V~ and an arrow labeled with rule "B --* x" from subset S to 
subset T if and only if B E S and T = (S - B) U V(x) where V(x) = 
{C ~ VN I C appears in sequence x}. 
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Step 2. Examine the graph to see if there is a path from {A} to 
where A is the starting symbol. If there is, then L ~ ¢; and if there 
isn't, L = ¢. 
PRooF: This obviously is an effective procedure. If a path in the 
graph is found, then sequence in L can be derived by applying the rule 
"B --~ x" on the arrow to all instances of B. Conversely, it is easy to 
show that the existence of any sort of derivation implies the existence 
of a path in the graph. 
Construction. Given a C. F. grammar G and an n-state machine MR, 
we construct a new grammar G' as follows. For each B C V~, we define 
a symbol B~j for each ordered pair of states s~ and s~-. We take 
V~' = {B~j I B ~ V~ , si ~ S, sj E ~} 
and Vr' = Vr .  For each rule (which must have the form) : 
B ~ xoBlxl • • • B'~xm 
where B ~ ~ V~ and x~ is a sequence of letters from Vr ; we define n m+l 
new rules of the form: 
B~j- - -~ x0~Qj lx l  • • • i .~ j~xm 
where (s~)xo = i l ,  (sj~)xk = si~+~ , and s~- = (s~)x,~.  Note that each 
choice of i and {jk} determines exactly one such rule. 
Intuitively, B ,  means that B is being used to get from states s~ to si • 
The rules account for all possible ways these can be strung together ac- 
cording to grammar G and consistent with machine MR. 
LEM~A. The set of sequences from L which change MR from state s~ to 
s~ is the language obtained from G p using starting symbol Ai~. 
P~ooF: Any sequence x so derived from G' can also be derived from 
G just by dropping the subscripts. Conversely, a derivation from G 
known to change s~ to sj can be converted to a derivation from G' by 
running x through MR and determining the proper subscripts. 
We are now ready for the main result. 
THEOrEm. Given a C. F. grammar G generating language L and a 
machine M~ to recognize regular set R, then ~(  S, L) is computable for 
all S c $. 
PROOF: One can decide if there is an x C L such that (s¢)x = sj by 
checking to see if the language obtained from G' starting with A~j is 
empty. This can be done constructively by the above. The calculation 
of ~YR(S, L) is now routine. 
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Note: We have a proof that there is no general procedure for comput- 
ing 5=R(S, W) where Ms is any machine and W is given by a Chomsky's 
Type I grammar. The proof is based on the fact that one cannot decide 
from the grammar if a Type ! language is empty; which call be proved 
for the undecidability of Post's correspondence problem. 
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